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SUMMARY

Dysregulated cardiac function after sepsis in intensive care unit is known to predict poor long-term
outcome and increase mortality. Their pathological feature and molecular mechanism remain unclear.
We observed that septic patients with depressed left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) have the highest
in-hospital and 28 daysmortality comparing to patientswith hyperdynamic LVEF orwith heart failurewith
preserved LVEF. Echocardiograms reveal that survivors post cecum ligation and puncture (CLP) on ro-
dents have stable LVEF and non-survivors have fluctuated LVEF at CLP early phase. CLP-induced mice
fall into three groups based on LVEF 24 h post-surgery: high-, low-, and normal-LVEF. Transcriptomic
and proteomic analyses identify jointly and distinctively changed genes, proteins and biologically essen-
tial pathways in left ventricles from three CLP groups. Notably, transmission electron microscopy shows
different mitochondrial and sarcomere defects associated with LVEF variances. Together, this study sys-
tematically characterizes the molecular, morphological, and functional alterations in CLP-induced cardiac
injury.

INTRODUCTION

Sepsis is a systemic condition with life-threatening organ dysfunction caused by infection and the consequent dysregulated host response.1

Sepsis induces a wide spectrum of clinical complications including cardiac dysfunction, which has been recognized as an essential patholog-

ical feature in sepsis. Sepsis-induced cardiac dysfunction is associated with increasedmortality and influences the long-term outcome of sep-

tic patients.2,3 Given the key roles of myocardial circulation in supporting the function of multiple organs and the interplay among organs

during septic pathogenies, cardiac dysfunction or failure contributes significantly to the organ abnormalities in sepsis, hence underscoring

critical clinical importance.

Currently, the diagnostic criteria and precise definition of sepsis-induced cardiac dysfunction remain uncertain, posing great difficulties in

clinical management and understanding of the disease pathogenesis. Left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) assessed by using echocardio-

grams has been widely employed to evaluate ventricular function in intensive care unit (ICU). A recent large cohort study reveals that patients

with either lower or higher LVEF had higher mortality risks,4 suggesting that both depressed and hyperdynamic LVEF are prognostic of poor

outcome in ICU. These results lead to a hypothesis that distinct change of LVEFmight be related to Sepsis-induced cardiac dysfunction asso-

ciated with multiple clinical presentations including left ventricular (LV) systolic or diastolic dysfunction, right ventricular (RV) impairment.

Acutely depressed LVEF associated with ventricular dilation has been long viewed as critical characteristics in sepsis-induced cardiomyopa-

thy.5–7 Nevertheless, preserved or hyperdynamic LVEF was also frequently observed in patients with cardiac dysfunction or heart failure in

sepsis. Recent study reported that hyperdynamic LVEF was associated with mortality in septic patients.8 The complexity and heterogeneous

of LVEF in septic patients, as well as different alterations in LV and RV structure and function, together implicate that differentmechanisms are

involved in the cardiac dysfunction or failure associated with sepsis, which however, are poorly understood.

In this study, we show that cecum ligation and puncture (CLP) induction of polymicrobial sepsis in rodents results in three different sub-

types base on LVEF: HEF (high LVEF, LVEFR90%), LEF (low LVEF, LVEF < 65%), andNEF (normal LVEF, 65%%LVEF< 90%), recapitulating the

clinical observations in septic patients by our multi-centered intensive care units data and other clinical reports.8 Moreover, by systematic
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transcriptomic and proteomic profiling, as well as gene set enrichment and protein coexpression network analysis, we reveal that these 3

types of LVEF response contain shared and distinct molecular signatures. Intriguingly, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) examination

shows that all these 3 types of CLP groups display defects in mitochondria and sarcomere with unique characteristics. Thus, we provided a

comprehensive catalog of differentially expressed genes and proteins, as well as enriched gene ontology terms and pathways in sepsis-

induced cardiomyopathy with different LVEF.

RESULTS

Clinical assessment of septic patients with different left ventricle ejection fraction

Totally, we evaluated clinical data of 939 patients thatmeet diagnostic criterion of Sepsis 3.0 from ourmulti-centered intensive care units (ICU)

project (NCT number ChiCTR1800015056). All the patients were categorized into three groups for further analysis based on LVEF, including

patients with hyperdynamic left ventricular ejection fraction (HDLVEF) (high LVEFgroup, LVEF higher than or equal to 70%), patients with heart

failure with preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF) (normal LVEF group, LVEF higher than or equal to 50% and less than 70%), and patients with

depressed LVEF (low LVEF group, LVEF less than 50%). Kaplan-Meier survival curve analysis shows that high LVEF group and normal LVEF

group both have fair cumulative descending survival rate, and low LVEF group had the lowest cumulative survival rate in 30 days follow up

(Figure 1). The three groups of septic patients all have considerable hospital death rate (8.6%, 7.1%, and 13.7%), and substantial 28 days mor-

tality (13.2%, 13.2%, and 26.3%) (Table S1). Notably, patients with low LVEF have the highest in-hospital mortality, as well as 28 days mortality

among all the 3 septic groups (Table S1).

Meantime we assessed clinical parameters of patients from the three groups. Patients with low LVEF have lower SOFA score, APACHE II

score, MV hours, vasoactive drug use time, lactate level, oxygen absorption concentration (FiO2), and higher age level than those with normal

LVEF. Furthermore, patients with low LVEF have higher age level, APACHE II score, vasoactive drug use time, pH value level, heart rate (HR)

level, norepinephrine (NE) use dosage, FiO2, but lower lactate level, oxygenation index than high LVEF group. By contrast, patients in high

LVEF group have lower age level, NE use dosage and FiO2 than those in normal LVEF group (Table S1).

Figure 1. Survivor rate of septic patients with depressed, preserved, and hyperdynamic LVEF

(A) Kaplan-Meier survival curve analysis of three group of septic patients with different LVEF.

(B) Number of patients analyzed in the Kaplan-Meier survival curve analysis. 517 patients diagnosed with sepsis with complete follow-up data were included. Low

LVEF group (n = 156), normal EF group (n = 284) and high EF group (n = 77). Significance threshold was set 0.05 for p value.
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CLP induction in rodents recapitulates LVEF changes observed in septic patients

Next, we performed echocardiogram to measure LVEF of mice at different time point after CLP induction of polymicrobial sepsis. The exper-

imental design andworkflow are illustrated in Figure 2A.We found that the baseline LVEF of sham-treatedmice is 76%G 6.22% (n = 10), which

is consistent with previous studies.9,10 Intriguingly, by assessing LVEF at different time point through 24 h after CLP (the early phase of sepsis),

we observed that mean LVEF of CLP mice is comparable to that of sham mice at each time point after CLP with the exception that CLP mice

had moderate higher LVEF than control mice at 3 h after induction (Figure 2B). In addition, in this early phase of sepsis, survived mice had

stable LVEF ([77.25G 2.613] % at 6 h after CLP; [80.97G 1.567] % at 15 h after CLP), whereas LVEF of non-survivors changes markedly across

time points (reduced to [67.00 G 6.081] % at 6 h, increased to [92.42 G 4.922] % at 15 h, and further reduced to 53.67% at 24 h) (Figure 2C).

Notably, non-survivors exhibited decreased LVEF at 6 h and 24 h after CLP compared to survivors, but exhibited increased LVEF at 15 h and

3 days (Figures 2C and 2D). Together, these results suggest that stable LVEF might be associated with high survival rate in sepsis. Moreover,

LVEF of non-survivors return to a range that is comparable to that of survivors at 6 days after CLP (Figure 2D).

The various trend of LVEF post CLP in mice recapitalize the heterogeneous LVEF observed in sepsis patients. Given hemodynamic

changes normally come out at 24 h after sepsis onset in both clinical and animal research,6,11 we then subjected CLP mice into three cat-

egories based on LVEF assessed at 24 h post CLP: larger than or equal to 90% (HEF), less than 65% (LEF), less than 90% and larger than or

equals to 65% (NEF) (Figures 2E and 2F). Notably, LVEF of all the three groups recovered to a range between 65% and 90% after 3 days

and remained in this range in the following 30 days in mice CLP model, which is undistinguished from sham group (Figure 2G). We per-

formed Kaplan-Meier survival curve analysis of these 3 groups. The results show that group of HEF and NEF had considerable death rate,

while LEF group had the highest mortality compared to the other two groups (Figure 2H). To test whether LVEF before death is associated

with the survival rate, we regrouped the mice according to LVEF last time measured before death. The two groups of LVEF < 65% and

LVEF R90% occupied the maximal proportion of mortality, while 65% % LVEF < 90% group had highest survival rate among three groups

(Figure S1). Together, these data further suggest that keeping LVEF in an appropriate level might be beneficial for the long-term outcome

of sepsis patients.

LPS induction leads to depressed LVEF in mice

We also examined the LVEF in LPS-induced endotoxemia model. Mice were intraperitoneal injected with a single dose of LPS (15 mg/kg) and

monitored with echocardiogram at various time points after injection. Unlike CLP mice, the mean LVEF of LPS-treated mice is uniformly

depressed to about 57% at 6 h and recovered to baseline range that is similar as saline-treated group at 15 h (Figures 2I and 2J). Therefore,

CLP sepsis model likely involves more complicated feature and mechanism compared to LPS-induced endotoxemia model.

Evaluation of hemodynamics in CLP-induced rats

To better evaluate the hemodynamics parameters during sepsis, we performed CLP on rats, which are suitable to provide high resolution

of hemodynamics parameters. In accordance with mice CLP model, mean LVEF is comparable in CLP and sham group, whereas non-sur-

vivors after CLP exhibit more fluctuant LVEF than survivors rat CLP model (Figures 3A and 3B). In addition, the CLP group falls into 3 sub-

types based on LVEF at 24 h after CLP, which again manifests the LVEF heterogeneous in mice CLP model and sepsis patients. (Figure 3C).

Furthermore, we conducted a serial of hemodynamics examination on rats at 24 h after CLP. The mean cardiac output (CO) is higher in CLP

group than that in sham-treated control rats at 24 h after surgery (Figure 3D). In addition, non-survivors displayed lower CO and velocity

time integral (VTI) when compared with survivors at 24 h after CLP (Figures 3E and 3G). However, mean blood pressure (MBP), end diastolic

volume (EDV) and left ventricular diastolic dimension (LVIDd), HR, E/A ratio, end-systolic volume (ESV) and left ventricular systolic dimen-

sion (LVIDd), left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) remained unchanged in non-survivors compared with survivors at 24 h after CLP

(Figures S2A–S2U).

RNA-seq and GSEA analysis reveal molecular signature in CLP mice with different LVEF

To systematic explore the molecular signatures of CLP-induced septic hearts, we characterized the transcriptomes of LV collected frommice

24 h after CLP and sham treatment. Accordingly, the CLP mice were divided into 3 groups (HEF, LEF, and NEF) for transcriptomic analysis

based on LVEFmeasured at 24 h after CLP. Principal component analysis (PCA) showed the transcriptomes of three CLP groups were distinct

Figure 2. Temporal dynamic change of LVEF in mice after CLP and LPS challenge

(A) Schematic illustration of experimental design and workflow.

(B) Quantitative analysis of LVEF from mice at designated time point after CLP and sham treatment. n = 4–17 mice per group.

(C) Quantitative analysis of LVEF from survived and non-survived mice at designated time point through 24 h post CLP. n = 5–12 mice per group.

(D) Quantitative analysis of LVEF from survived and non-survived mice at designated time point through 30 days post CLP. n = 13–56 mice per group.

(E) Representative images of mice left ventricle measured by small animal ultrasound at 24 h post CLP and sham operation.

(F) Percentage of mice in HEF (LVEF > = 90%), LEF (LVEF< 65%), and NEF (65% = <LVEF < 90%) at different time point after CLP.

(G) Quantitative analysis of LVEF from mice of sham and three CLP groups according to LVEF measured at 24 h post treatment. n = 2–9 mice per group.

(H) Kaplan-Meier survival curve analysis of these 3 CLP groups with different LVEF. Sham: n = 11 mice, HEF: n = 17 mice; LEF: n = 4 mice; NEF: n = 26 mice.

(I) Quantitative analysis of LVEF from mice at designated time point through 24 h post LPS and saline administration. n = 4–17 mice per group.

(J) Quantitative analysis of LVEF frommice at designated time point through 40 days post LPS and saline administration. n = 4–17mice per group. Data are shown

as mean G SEM. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. Student’s t test.
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from that of sham group (Figure S3A). We next analyzed the deferential expressed genes (DEGs) in comparisons of 3 CLP groups versus sham

group, respectively. 3 CLP groups display profound transcriptional changes when compared to sham group (Figures 4A–4D). GeneOntology

and combined pathway (KEGGand Reactome) analysis by usingmetascape reveal that inflammatory response and the associated terms (such

as regulation of cytokine production, leukocyte cell-cell adhesion) are the most over-representative molecular signatures among up-regu-

lated genes shared in 3 CLP versus sham comparisons (Figures S3B–S3D), suggesting an increased infiltration and activation of immune cells

during CLP-induced sepsis. Extracellular matrix related terms (such as collagen and basement membrane) are most significantly enriched in

down-regulated genes in comparisons of 3 different CLP group versus sham (Figures S3B–S3D). This support the notion that extracellular

matrix remodeling is essential pathological feature in many types of myocardial injury.12 Notably, we observed that down-regulated genes

in HEF and LEF groups, but not in NEF are enriched for GO terms related to channel activity (sodium channel, potassium channel)

(Figures S3B–S3D). These results suggest that disturbance of ion channel activity, critical for maintaining normal heart rhythm and function,

might contribute to LVEF changes and cardiac dysfunction after sepsis-induced cardiac dysfunction.

To archive a more comprehensive understanding of the pathways altered in response to CLP treatment, gene set enrichment analysis

(GSEA) on transcriptomes from three CLP groups (HEF, LEF, and NEF) and sham group were performed. The gene sets are more pro-

nouncedly enriched in upregulated than downregulated transcriptomes. Furthermore, we conducted clustering analysis of enriched gene

sets using CytoScape EnrichmentMap.

The highly enriched clusters positive correlated to HEF transcripts included several immunity-related pathways such as neutrophil chemo-

taxis, mast cell immunity, dendritic cell differentiation, TNF and cytokine production, receptor signaling (Figure 4E). In addition, enrichment of

clusters including blood coagulation, platelet growth, vascular endothelial growth, and smoothmuscle proliferation suggested themicrovas-

cular endothelial dysfunction during HEF-related sepsis-induced cardiomyopathy (Figure 4E).

LEF transcripts contain similar enriched clusters as HEF transcripts, such as mast cell immunity, TNF production, and platelet growth (Fig-

ure 4F). Moreover, the largest enriched cluster positive associated with LEF transcripts is regulation of tissue remodeling (Figure 4F), indi-

cating the regeneration of injured cardiac tissues during LEF-related cardiomyopathy. Notably, enrichment map nodes associated with

Figure 3. Hemodynamics measurement of rats in CLP sepsis model

(A) Quantitative analysis of LVEF from rats at designated time point after CLP and sham treatment. n = 4–15 rats per group.

(B) Quantitative analysis of LVEF from survived and non-survived rats at designated time point post CLP. n = 4–11 rats per group.

(C) Quantitative analysis of LVEF from rats of sham and three CLP groups according to LVEF measured at 24 h post treatment.

(D) Quantitative analysis of cardiac output (CO) of rats at designated time point after CLP and sham treatment. n = 4–15 rats per group.

(E) Comparison of CO in survivors and non-survivors at designated time point after CLP. n = 4–11 rats per group.

(F) Quantitative analysis of velocity time integral (VTI) of rats at designated time point after CLP and sham treatment. n = 4–15 rats per group.

(G) Comparison of VTI in survivors and non-survivors at designated time point after CLP. n = 4–11 rats per group. Data are shown as mean G SEM. *p < 0.05,

**p < 0.01, Student’s t test.
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Figure 4. Differential expressed genes and enriched gene sets of left ventricles from mice 24 h post CLP

(A) Venn plot of significantly down-regulated and up-regulated genes (adjusted p < 0.05, fold change > 2) in comparisons of each CLP group versus sham. (HEF,

LVEF > =90%), low LVEF (LEF, LVEF < 65%), and normal LVEF (NEF, 65% = < LVEF < 90%).

(B–D) Volcano plots illustrate the differentially expressed genes in comparisons of HEF versus sham (B), LEF versus sham (C), NEF versus sham (D). Top 20

differential expressed genes are labeled in the plots.

(E–G) Enrichment map of gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) of HEF versus sham (E), LEF versus sham (F), NEF versus sham (G) node cutoff, p < 0.01 and

FDR < 0.15; edge cutoff, overlap coefficient > 0.375, NSE < �1.7 and > 1.7. GSEA terms associated with upregulated (red) and downregulated (blue) genes

are grouped into nodes with associated terms.
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upregulated genes in LEF transcripts include cellular response to LPS (Figure 4F). This result confirmed the molecular similarity in LEF group

with LPS-injected mice, both of which exhibiting reduced LVEF (Figure 2).

Despite enrichment of many immune response-related gene sets (for example, cytokine signaling, TNF receptor binding, NF-kB signaling,

phagocytosis) from upregulated genes in NEF group, reactive species, apoptosis, and nucleus import are alsomarkedly enriched (Figure 4G).

Increased mitochondrial-mediated production of reactive species and cell apoptosis might contribute to the cardiac dysfunction with pre-

served ejection fraction that has been observed in many cardiovascular diseases.13,14 It is also intriguing that nucleocytoplasmic transporta-

tion-related pathways are remarkedly upregulated in NEF transcripts (Figure 4G), which reveals the convergent mechanism also observed in

ischemic and dilated human hearts.15,16

Define common transcriptomic alterations in three CLP groups

We noted that many genes are coordinately regulated in all the three CLP groups compared to sham group, respectively, resembling the

common transcriptional changes of sepsis-induced cardiomyopathy. Totally, we identified 242 genes coordinately upregulated, and 84 genes

coordinately downregulated in three CLP groups compared to sham group (Figure 4A). To probe the convergent biological alterations in

three CLP groups, we conducted a pathway and protein-protein interaction (PPI) enrichment and clustering analysis. Similar to the shared

enrichment analysis among three groups, the top represented pathways were cell activation and inflammatory response in co-upregulated

transcriptome (Figure 5A), and collagen-containing extracellular matrix andMHC class 2 protein complex that is required for antigen process-

ing and presentation, in downregulated transcriptome (Figure 5C). These results further confirmed that acute inflammatory response

including innate immunity and adaptive immunity, as well as extracellular matrix homeostasis is key molecular feature at 24 h after CLP. In

addition, lipid- (such as lipid transport and regulation of fatty acid biosynthetic process), ROS, and striated muscle contraction-related

(such as myofibril assembly and sarcomere) pathways are enriched in down-regulated DEGs (Figure 5C), indicating the perturbation of lipid

biosynthesis and transport and ROS, and defects in cardiomyocyte organization during sepsis-induced cardiac dysfunction. Together, these

observations are in consistent with the transcriptome analysis results on human cardiac samples after septic shock that shows widespread

dysregulation of genes associated with sarcomere contraction, extracellular matrix, and fatty acid and lipid metabolism.17

Next, we utilized themolecular complex detection algorithm (MCODE) to characterize protein-protein interaction (PPI) clusters associated

with signaling pathways. We observed PPls including regulation of leukocyte degranulation, Natural killer cell mediated cytotoxicity, serine-

type endopeptidase inhibitor activity, JAK-STAT signaling pathway, TNF signaling pathway, plasma lipoprotein particle in upregulated

signaling pathways (Figure 5B), and MHC class II protein complex, basement membrane in downregulated signaling (Figure 5D). Most of

the PPI clusters are known to be involved in immune system. Hence these results unveil various type of immune machinery included in the

acute-phase immune response during sepsis-induced cardiomyopathy.

Proteomics responses to CLP-induced cardiomyopathy

Given that mRNA and protein levels are not well correlated, transcriptome alterations only reflect partial changes of protein levels. We thus

performed proteomics analysis on left heart ventricles isolated frommice of three CLP groups and sham group, which are the same samples

used in the transcriptomic analysis. We only observed minimums overlap in differential expressed proteins (DEPs) with DEGs identified in

same comparisons of each CLP group versus sham (Figures 6A and 6B), suggesting a lag in changes in protein expression after mRNAexpres-

sion changes during early phase of sepsis. Totally, 19, 19, and 20 genes are differentially expressed in both transcription and protein levels in

each CLP group compared to sham group, respectively (Figure 6B; full catalog of genes and function are listed in Table S2, the expression

profile of all the genes and proteins are listed in Tables S3 and S4, respectively). Consistently, quantitative real-time PCR analysis reveals that

expression levels of Hcls1, Lbp, Lcn2, Mt1, and Mt2 are increased in LV samples from CLP mice compared to that from sham treated mice

(Figure S4).

Notably, pathway enrichment analysis reveals that DEPs in comparisons of three CLP groups versus sham contain set of up-regulated pro-

teins enriched for acute inflammatory responses, and down-regulated proteins enriched for high-density lipoprotein particle (Figure S5).

These data suggest that signaling pathways related to inflammatory response and lipid metabolism and transport are commonly altered

in mRNA and protein levels at 24 h after CLP despite the LVEF changes. Intriguingly, proteins related to ferroptosis (Fth1, Hmox1, Map1lc3a,

Map1lc3b) and metal ion homeostasis (Fth1, Hmox1, LCN2, Mt, Mt2) are jointly upregulated in all the three CLP groups despite of LVEF

changes (Figures 6B and S5), suggesting that metal ion disturbance-mediated cell death might contribute to pathology of sepsis-induced

cardiac dysfunction.

Coexpression analysis identifies distinct protein network in response to different LVEF changes after CLP

To define biologically essential clusters of proteins according to their co-expression patterns, we conducted weighted gene co-expression

network analysis (WGCNA) that helps us to identify which protein clusters is mostly influenced by CLP induction at different LVEF levels. We

constructed three sets of coexpression networks separately for HEF/Sham, LEF/Sham, and NEF/Sham. These three networks are completely

independent while module names are reused across networks that did not indicate module similarity.

In HEF/Sham network, we identified 39 modules, among which module midnightblue (p = 0.0002) is the most significantly positive-asso-

ciated, and module skyblue3 (p = 0.0118) is the most significantly negative-associated with HEF group (Figure 6C). Eigengenes in mid-

nightblue module are upregulated, while that in skyblue3 are downregulated in HEF group compared to sham group (Figures 6D and 6F).

The striking feature ofmidnightbluemodule is particularly strong overrepresentation of acute response proteins (Figure 6E). Top hub proteins
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(Orm1, Orm2, Saa1, and Saa2), that are associated with acute inflammatory response are markedly upregulated in HEF group (Figures 6E and

7A), suggesting a rapid immune response to pathogen invasion after CLP induction. Module skyblue3 contains hub genes related to carbo-

hydrate metabolic process (Rbp4, Mgat2), retinoid metabolism and cholesterol homeostasis (Apoa2, Ttr, Rbp4, Cav3) (Figures 6G and 7B),

indicating that CLP might disrupt energy and lipid homeostasis in the heart.

In LEF/Sham network, WGCNA showed that green module (p = 0.0006) has a significant positive correlation, black (p = 0.0175) and steel-

blue module (p = 0.0200) have negative correlation with LEF group (Figure 6H). Green module eigengenes are upregulated in LEF group

(Figure 6I). Functional annotation reveals that plasma lipid protein particle (Vldlr, Apoc4, Rbp4, Lpl, Saa1, Saa2) and mitophagy (Bnip3,

Sqstm1, Mapk9, Foxo3, Gabarapl1, Map1lc3a, Map1lc3b) are highly enriched in green module (Figures 6J and 7C). Increased expression

of mitophagy proteins indicates mitochondria dysregulation and clearing of damaged mitochondria during CLP-induced cardiomyopathy,

which is in agreement with previous rat and human proteomic studies showing the mitochondria and energy production defects associated

Figure 5. Enriched pathways on coordinately changed transcriptomes from distinct CLP group

(A and C) Network shows enriched pathways (GeneOntology, KEGG, and Reactome) of co-upregulated (A) or co-downregulated (C) transcriptome in CLP versus

sham. Each color represents a cluster of enriched terms and pathways. Node indicates each term or pathway. The size of node is proportional to the number of

genes under that term.

(B and D) Protein-protein interaction (PPI) analysis of co-upregulated (B), or co-downregulated genes (D). Center network represents the full protein-protein

interactions. The surrounding networks include densely connected proteins identified according to their functions listed.
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with sepsis-induced cardiac dysfunction.17,18 Black module is strikingly associated with complement cascade, endopeptidase regulator ac-

tivity, collagen-containing extracellular matrix, and regulation of blood coagulation (Figures 6L and 7D). In particular, many complement pro-

teins (for example, Serping1, C4b, C9, Cfi, F2, Hc, Cpn2, C8b, C8a) are downregulated in LEF group compared to sham (Figure 6L). Increased

protein expression of distinct subset of components of complement cascade, including C1qb, C1qc, C3, has been reported in SARS-CoV-2-

associated myocardial inflammation,19 suggesting the complication in regulation of complement cascade in different myocardial inflamma-

tion conditions. Steelblue is a small module containing 35 proteins, in which many proteins (for example, Apoa2, Pon1, Slc27a1, Agpat2) are

related to glycerophospholipid metabolic process (Figures 6N and 7E), again suggesting the complicated disruption of lipid metabolism in

sepsis-induced cardiomyopathy.

Moreover,WGCNA analysis on NEF/Sham network reveals that green (p = 0.0022) and brown (p = 0.0149) module showmarkedly positive

association with NEF group, while lightyellow (p = 0.0323) and yellow (p = 0.0487) module show moderately negative association with NEF

(Figure 6O). Strikingly, GO enrichment analysis reveals that terms like cellular component disassembly, nuclear membrane reassembly, are

significantly overrepresented in green module (Figures 6Q and 7F). In particular, proteins related to nuclear membrane/nuclear pore com-

plex, such as chmp2b, chmp7, Spast, show subtle, but significant upregulation in NEF group (Figures 6Q and 7F), implying that repair and

homeostasis of nuclear pore complex are involved in pathology of sepsis-inducedmyocardiopathy. This result is also consistent with selective

enrichment of nucleus import pathway revealed by GSEA analysis on NEF transcripts (Figure 4G). Some proteins related to mitochondrial

envelope (for example, Acsl3, Eci1, Slc25a15) and fatty acid b-oxidation (for example, Acox1, Acsl3, Eci1, Sting1, Lpl) are upregulated in

NEF group (Figures 6Q and 7F). Fatty acid b-oxidation is the major pathway utilized by mitochondria to degrade fatty acids, maintaining en-

ergy homeostasis.20 CLP induction may cause dysregulation of mitochondria and perturbation of energy homeostasis in heart even without

LVEF changes. Brown module is a large module containing 525 proteins, which is enriched for terms including lipid, ribonucleoprotein com-

plex biogenesis and translation, autophagy and mitophagy, ferroptosis (Figures 6S and 7G), suggesting diversified mechanism underlying

sepsis-induced cardiac dysfunction. Notably, increased expression of ribosomal proteins in NEF group indicates that enhanced protein syn-

thesis under sepsis-induced acute response.

Morphological abnormalities associated with CLP-induced cardiomyopathy

To characterize themorphological changes in heart after CLP, we performedHE staining on LV samples collected frommice of three different

CLP group at 24 h after CLP. Results showed that focal pyknosis and necrosis occur inmyocardial cells, and disorientated sarcomere and inter-

stitial edema in three LVEF groups. These morphological changes are striking in HEF and LEF group, whereas are moderate in NEF group at

24 h after CLP induction (Figure 8A). As all subjects from LEF group were dead before 30 days after CLP, we were not able to assess the re-

covery of morphological changes for long-term post CLP. Notably, HE staining of left ventricle samples collected from HEF and LEF mice

30 days post CLP indicates that the morphological defects are alleviated at long-term period after sepsis (Figure 8A), suggesting a reversal

of cardiac structural abnormalities that is in accordance with myocardial remission observed in patients with septic cardiomyopathy.21

TEM reveals defects in mitochondria and cardiac myofibril in CLP mice

We next examined the ultrastructure of left ventricle cardiac tissues from mice of three CLP group by using TEM. Strikingly, we observed

marked, but distinct morphological changes in mitochondria from LV cardiomyocytes in three CLP group, respectively (Figure 8A). All the

three CLP group shows decreased mitochondrial area, increased AR ratio and abnormal mitochondrial circularity compared to sham group

(Figures 8B–8E). However, number of cardiomyocytes mitochondria is increased in HEF group, but not in LEF and NFF group compared to

sham group (Figure 8F), suggesting disturbance in mitochondrial fusion/fission dynamics. By contrast, cardiomyocytes in NEF and LEF group

had considerably number of mitochondria compared to that in sham group, but their mitochondria are severely injured and the cristae struc-

ture is drastically broken (Figures 8G and 8H). The disruption of mitochondria structure in NEF and LEF group is in agreement with our

WGCNA analysis showing specific association of mitophagy and mitochondria-related protein coexpression modules.

Moreover, we found remarkable abnormalities in cardiac myofibril and sarcomere with distinct alterations among three CLP group

(Figures 8B and 8I–8K). HEF group shows dramatic cardiac myofibril disorientation, which is slightly changed in NEF group and remain intact

in LEF group (Figures 8B and 8I). In addition, type 2,3 Z-bands are crushed into disorientated sarcomere in HEF group, but remain unchanged

in other two groups (Figures 8B and 8J). In contrast, LEF and NEF, but not HEF group exhibited abnormal type 1 Z-band in cardiomyocyte

Figure 6. Proteome and specific protein networks associated with distinct CLP group

(A) Volcano plots illustrate the differentially expressed proteins in comparisons of HEF, LEF, and NEF versus sham, respectively. Top 20 differential expressed

proteins are labeled in the plots.

(B) Venn plots of DEGs and DEPs in comparisons of CLP versus sham.

(C–S) WGCNA analysis on proteome from HEF/Sham (C–G), LEF/Sham (H–N), and NEF/Sham group (O–S). Module-trait relationships indicate the protein

modules (module eigengenes [MEs]) associated with HEF (C), LEF (H), and NEF (O) group. Only statistically significant modules are listed. p values are shown

in parentheses. Red represents a positive correlation and blue represents a negative correlation to CLP group. D and F, ME expression in HEF and Sham

samples; I, K, and M, ME expression in LEF and Sham samples; P and R, ME expression in NEF and Sham samples. Box in the plots displays 25 th and 75 th

percentile values, the center line represents the median and the whiskers show minimum and maximum values. Pathway enrichment analysis in the proteins

with high intramodular connectivity in the midnightblue (E) and skyblue3 (G) modules in the HEF/Sham group, green (J), black (L), and steelblue (N) modules

in the LEF/Sham group, as well as green (Q) and brown (S) modules in the NEF/Sham group.
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(Figures 8B and 8K). Consistently, transcriptomic analysis indicated a genome-wide change in expression of myofibril and sarcomere-related

genes in CLP-induced mice (Figure 8L).

DISCUSSION

Measurement of LVEF has beenwidely conducted to assess cardiac function of septic patients in ICU. In this study, we performed echocardio-

gram in rodent sepsis model to examine the LVEF at different time after CLP and LPS challenge, with aim to delineate the temporal dynamics

of LVEF after sepsis induction. LPS has been used to induce endotoxemia in rodents that mimic an acute inflammatory response to gram-

negative bacteria infection. Our study shows that challenge with LPS leads to reduction of LVEF (% reduction compared to saline treated

mice) in mice at 6 h after LPS injection, the depression of LVEF recovers to a level that is comparable to saline-treated mice at 15 h (Figure 2I).

These results suggest that single-dose injection of LPS cause rapid, but reversible depression of LVEF in mice. Intriguingly, we unveil that CLP

induction that models polymicrobial sepsis causes a much more complicated LVEF response than LPS treatment. Three different subtypes

based on LVEF (HEF, LVEF > = 90%; LEF, LVEF < 65%; and NEF, 65% = < LVEF < 90%) assessed at 24 h after CLP were observed in both

mice and rat model (Figures 2E–2G and 3C). With this strategy, we observed that fluctuation of LVEF toward high level or low level within

24 h post CLP brings poor prognosis, whereas, mice or rats with stable level of LVEF have better survival (Figures 2C, 2D and 3B). Hence,

maintenance of a stable LVEFmight be beneficial for the long-term outcome after sepsis. These data support the previous clinical assessment

that both hyperdynamic or depressed LVEF in ICU have increased mortality or related to chronic cardiovascular disease.4,8,22

Here, by using combination of echocardiogram, transcriptomic and proteomic profiling, and histological and TEMexamination, we further

depict the molecular and structural alterations in CLP-induced septic mice model with different LVEF. Immune response is known to be

involved in pathology of sepsis. We defined a serial of immune-related molecular interacting clusters in convergent upregulated transcrip-

tome in all the CLP groups, such as regulation of leukocyte degranulation, natural killer cell mediated cytotoxicity, serine-type endopeptidase

inhibitor activity, JAK-STAT signaling pathway, TNF signaling pathway, plasma lipoprotein particle (Figure 5B); whereas interacting cluster of

MHC class II protein complex that is essential for adaptive immune response,23 is convergently down-regulated in transcriptomes of all the

CLP mice (Figure 5D). These findings suggest that innate and adaptive immune systems are affected in different way during sepsis-induced

cardiac dysfunction. In addition, we find down-regulated cluster of extracellular matrix organization and upregulated cluster of collagen cata-

bolic process in transcriptomes in all the CLP mice LVEF changes (Figure 5D). These results are in line with previous reports that decreased

collagen content in rat CLP model and dysregulated expression of extracellular matrix-related genes in postmortem heart from septic pa-

tients.17,24 Cardiac extracellular matrix provides essential mechanical support and transduce molecular signaling, and dynamics of extracel-

lular matrixmay trigger inflammation and repair uponmyocardial injury.12 Our data hence suggest that disruption of extracellular matrix is key

pathological event at early phase of cardiac dysfunction associated with sepsis.

By using TEM examination, we identify two prominentmorphological changes after CLP induction. Mitochondria deficits have been impli-

cated in many types of cardiac dysfunction.14,25–29 Transcriptional profiling on human postmortem heart also indicates that expression levels

of many mitochondrial-related genes are changed in cardiac tissues from septic patients.17 Consistently, we observed that mitochondrial

morphology is defective in CLP-induced cardiomyocytes. Notably, mitochondria become fragmented in HEF group (Figures 8B, 8C, and

8F), suggesting impaired mitochondria fission/fusion dynamics. By contrast, mitochondria crista is severe injured in NEF and LEF group

(Figures 8B and 8H). Sarcomere dysregulation was reported in numerous cardiac disorders including sepsis-induced cardiomyopathy.17,30

Z-band is the structural backbone of cardiac sarcomere, providing a site for various signal transduction in cardiomyocytes.31,32 TEM exami-

nation reveals that cardiacmyofibril is disorganized in HEF group of CLPmice, specifically, type 2, 3 Z-bands are disrupted (Figures 8B, 8I, and

8J). However, type 1 Z-band abnormality is observed in LEF and LEF group in CLPmice (Figures 8B and 8K). Hence, these results characterize

the distinct ultrastructure changes in cardiomyocyte in different CLP subtypes.

Sepsis-induced cardiomyopathy lacks clear definition yet. Characteristics such as reduced LV contractility, LV dilation with not high filling

pressure, RV dysfunction have been described in sepsis-associated acute syndrome of cardiac dysfunction.1 Animal studies reported that

LVEF has decreased systemic vascular resistance (SVR), increased CO, DO2 (oxygen delivery), VO2 (oxygen consumption), and the inverse

relationship of LVEF and SVR represents ventricular-arterial coupling in a porcine model.33,34 In this study, by assessing hemodynamics pa-

rameters from CLP-induced rat, we found that CLP induction leads to elevated mean CO. However, when compared to survivors after CLP,

non-survivors had lower CO and velocity time integral (VTI) (Figure 3).

Our study represents a systematic analysis of transcriptional and translational variants in CLP-induced septic cardiac dysfunction with

different LVEF. The strength of our study is that we uncover the temporal dynamics of LVEF with two well-established sepsis model, providing

detailed information of LVEF changes associated with CLP- and LPS challenge-induced cardiomyopathy. The three subtypes of sepsis-

induced cardiomyopathy based on LVEF are also in accordance with clinical practice and reports.8 Moreover, our study present, for the first

time, a comprehensive list of changed genes and pathways in heart associated with different LVEF, providing new insight into the pathophys-

iology of sepsis-induced cardiomyopathy.

Figure 7. Protein-protein interaction analysis of module proteins from WGCNA

(A–G) Network plots of the proteins with high intramodular connectivity in the midnightblue (A) and skyblue3 (B) modules in the HEF/Sham group, green (C),

black (D), and steelblue (E) modules in the LEF/Sham group, as well as green (F) and brown (G) modules in the NEF/Sham group. The size of node (named

node degree), represents degree of association determined by the number of edges associated with this node, more the number of edges associated with

this node, the bigger the node is.
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Figure 8. Defects in cardiac mitochondria and sarcomere in CLP mice

(A) HE staining of left ventricle samples from HEF, LEF, NEF, and Sham groups. The right image in each panel is in high-magnification. Scale bar = 50 mm in left

image; Scale bar, 20 mm in right image.

(B) Representative images from TEM examination. Scale bar is labeled in each image.

(C–H) Quantitative analysis of TEM images from experiments in B. Mitochondria size (C), aspect (AR) ratio (D), circularity (E), number (F), solidity (G), and

percentage of abnormal cristae (H) were quantified. n = 6–7 imaging fields from 2 mice per group (F and H), n = 194–435 mitochondria from 2 mice per

group (C, D, E and G).

(I–K) Quantitative analysis of sarcomere at TEM images from experiments in B. Mitochondria size (C), aspect (AR) ratio (D), circularity (E), number (F), solidity (G),

and percentage of abnormal cristae (H) were quantified. n = 9–12 images from 2 mice per group (I and J), n = 3–9 images from 2 mice per group (K).

(L) Z score normalized FPKM (Fragments Per Kilobase Million) of genes with significant association to sarcomere. Data are shown as meanG SEM. ***p < 0.001,

****p < 0.0001, Student’s t test.
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Limitations of the study

However, there are still some limitations of our study. The morphological changes and molecular mechanisms of the three subtypes need

clinical validations. Moreover, current study reveals the changes in mRNA and protein levels at 24 h after CLP. The molecular alterations

at early time point, such as 3 h or 6 h after CLPwill be investigated in the future study to uncover the temporal dynamics of molecular signature

during sepsis-induced cardiac dysfunction. In addition, given the diversified cell types in heart, single cell transcriptome analysis may help to

understand the cell-type-specific contributions to pathology of sepsis-induced cardiomyopathy with different LVEF.
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STAR+METHODS

KEY RESOURCES TABLE

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Zhaoxin Qian

(xyqzx@csu.edu.cn).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

LPS Sigma Cat#L2630-100mg

Electron microscope fixative fluid Wuhan Servicebio Biotechnology Cat#G1102-100ML

TransZol TransGen Biotech Cat#ET111-01-V2

Critical commercial assays

BCA Protein Assay Kit Bio-Rad Cat#5000002

High pH Reversed-Phase Peptide Fractionation Kit Thermo Scientific Cat#84868

NovoScript Plus All-in-one 1st Strand cDNA Synthesis

SuperMix

Novoprotein Cat#E047

PerfectStart Green qPCR SuperMix TransGen Biotech Cat#AQ611-01

Deposited data

RNA-seq raw and analyzed data This paper GEO: GSE229925

Proteomics raw and analyzed data This paper ProteomeXchange ID: PXD041530

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Mouse: C57BL/6 Hunan SJA Laboratory Animal

Co. Ltd

N/A

Rat: Sprague-Dawley Hunan SJA Laboratory Animal

Co. Ltd

N/A

Oligonucleotides

PCR primers (for full sequence, see Table S5) This paper Custom primer sets

Software and algorithms

MASCOT engine version 2.2 Matrix Science https://matrixscience.com

Proteome Discoverer Thermo Scientific Cat#OPTON-31101

Broad GSEA software (3.0) UC San Diego and Broad Institute http://software.broadinstitute.org/gsea

EnrichmentMap Cytoscape App Merico et al.35 https://apps.cytoscape.org/apps/

enrichmentmap

Metascape Zhou et al.36 https://metascape.org/gp/index.html#/

main/step1

Other

Easy nLC Thermo Scientific Cat#LC140

Q exactive mass spectrometer Thermo Scientific Cat#IQLAAEGAAPFALGMAZR

Vivid IQ ultrasound GE https://www.gehealthcare.com/zh-cn/products/

ultrasound/vivid/vivid-iq-ultra-edition

QuantStudio5 Real-Time PCR system Applied Biosystems Cat#A36320
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Data and code availability

d RNA-seq and proteomic data have been deposited at GEO and ProteomeXchange and are publicly available as of the date of publication.

Accession numbers are listed in the key resources table.

d This paper does not report original code.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Animals

6-8 weeks male C57BL/6 mice and 260-300g weight male SD rat (Hunan SJA Laboratory Animal Co. Ltd) were housed in 12 h light and 12 h

dark cycle and temperature-controlled room.Our animal research was approval by Experimental Animal Ethics Committee, XiangyaHospital,

Central South University (202110109) and strictly abided by ‘‘3R’’ research animal principle.

We constructed well accepted animal model of sepsis: polymicrobial peritonitis induced by cecum ligation and puncture (CLP), and en-

dotoxemiamodel by intraperitoneal injection of 15mg/kg lipopolysaccharide (LPS). TheCLPmodel was built as depictedpreviously.37 Briefly,

after induced anesthesia by proper concentration of isofluranemaintained by anesthesia machine for small animals, the cecumwas ligated at

1 cm from distal pole and then perforated single through-and-through puncture with 18-gauge needle, avoiding injuring blood vessels. After

removing puncture needle, feces of mung bean size were squeezed out from one puncture hole. The ligation position of 1 cm fromdistal pole

and the amount of excluded feces were strictly maintained the same in all animals to guarantee consistency. Sham groupwas operated all the

same as experimental group except for ligation and puncture procedure. After surgery, animals were resuscitated with prewarmed 1 mL

saline, and were wrapped in towel and placed on prewarmed heating pad.

Study participant details

From August 2017 to February 2019, critically ill patients’ data were collected from our multi-centered intensive care units (ICU) project (NCT

number ChiCTR1800015056). Informed consent formswere signed consent by recruited patients or their familymembers. Patients in this proj-

ect diagnosed with Sepsis 3.0 criterion were included for secondary analysis in our study.38 The inclusion criteria were age equal or greater

than 18 years old and meeting diagnostic criterion of Sepsis 3.0 (n = 939). De-identification principle was used to protect personal privacy of

patients. Continuous variables were stated as medians with interquartile ranges (IQR) or means with standard deviations (SD) depending on

distribution of data. Categorical variables were stated as frequencies (percentages).

As there is no generally accepted criterion to distinguish different variation trend of cardiac function after stress of sepsis in clinical prac-

tice, we use left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) less than 50% as lower limit to define reduced or depressed left ventricular systolic function,

that is low LVEF group in our research, according to heart failure guideline set by European Society of Cardiology (ESC).39 And LVEF higher

than or equal to 70%was employed as upper limit to define hyperdynamic left ventricular ejection fraction (HDLVEF) and hyperdynamic shock,

namely high LVEF group in our study, based on the American College of Cardiology (ACC) guidelines. And then LVEF higher than or equal to

50% and less than 70% was defined as heart failure with preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF) subtype, that is normal LVEF group in our

research, according to heart failure guideline of ESC.39 On the basis of above-mentioned grouping criteria, 939 patients were classified

into three groups: low LVEF group (n = 255), high LVEF group (n = 152) and normal LVEF group (n = 532).

METHOD DETAILS

Hemodynamic monitoring by ultrasound

Small animal ultrasound was proceeded under ultrasonic instrument of Vivid IQ (American GE Co. Ltd). Ultrasonic operation was executed by

two experienced operators with more than 7 years rich experience of ultrasonic operation. And any ultrasonic measurement value was

repeated three to four times by the two operators and calculated average value to diminish inter-operators’ error.

Histology

Mice myocardium was rapidly collected at 24 h and 30 days after CLP or sham operation and immersed into formalin for 24 h, and then ven-

tricular section was paraffin-embedded. The sections were cut 4 mm and stained with hematoxylin and eosin.

Transmission electron microscope (TEM)

Mice myocardium was fixed in electron microscope fixative fluid (Wuhan Servicebio Biotechnology Co. Ltd) at 24 h after CLP or sham oper-

ation, then staying overnight under 4�C. Then after sequential steps of washing, fixation with osmic acid, washing, dehydration with acetone,

resin embedding, baking, slicing by Leica EMUC7 ultramicrotome and staining with uranyl acetate and lead citrate. Images were taken under

1400plus JEOL TEM.

RNA sequencing and transcriptomic analysis

Mice myocardium tissue was rapidly collected at 24 h after CLP or sham operation and immersed into liquid nitrogen for quick freezing for

following transcriptome and proteomics analysis. RNA sequencing was processed by Novogene Co., Ltd. ThenmRNAwas purified from total
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RNA by using poly-T oligo-attached magnetic beads. Fragmentation was carried out using divalent cations under elevated temperature in

First Strand Synthesis Reaction Buffer (5X). First strand cDNAwas synthesized using random hexamer primer andM-MuLV Reverse Transcrip-

tase. Second strand cDNA synthesis was subsequently performed using DNA Polymerase I and dNTP. The library fragments were purified

with AMPure XP system (Beckman Coulter, Beverly, USA). Then PCR amplification, the PCR product was purified by AMPure XP beads. After

the library is qualified, the different libraries are pooling according to the effective concentration and the target amount of data off the ma-

chine, then being sequenced by the Illumina NovaSeq 6000. The end reading of 150 bp pairing is generated. Four fluorescent labeled dNTP,

DNA polymerase and splice primers were added to the sequenced flow cell and amplified. When the sequence cluster extends the comple-

mentary chain, each dNTP labeled by fluorescence can release the corresponding fluorescence. The sequencer captures the fluorescence

signal and converts the optical signal into the sequencing peak by computer software, so as to obtain the sequence information of the frag-

ment to be tested. EdgeR R packagewas used to conduct significance analysis of expression difference. Adjusted p value (Padj) was obtained

by Benjamini - Hochberg (BH) method to control false positive rate. Significantly differential expression genes were identified based on the

following criteria: Adjusted P-value <0.05 and absolute foldchange >2.

Quantitative Proteomics

Quantitative Proteomics was processed by Applied Protein Technology Co., Ltd. After sample lysis and protein extraction, the amount of

protein was quantified with the BCAmethod. Then protein was digested and the digest peptides of each sample were desalted on C18 Car-

tridges, concentrated by vacuum centrifugation and reconstituted in 40 mL of 0.1% (v/v) formic acid. Then samples were operated through

filter-aided sample preparation (FASP Digestion) procedure. 20 mg of protein for each sample were mixed with 5X loading buffer respectively

and boiled for 5 min. The proteins were separated on 12.5% SDS-PAGE gel (constant current 14mA, 90min). Protein bands were visualized by

Coomassie Blue R-250 staining. 100 mg peptide mixture of each sample was labeled using TMT reagent according to the manufacturer’s in-

structions (Thermo Scientific). Labeled peptides were fractionated by High pH Reversed-Phase Peptide Fractionation Kit (Thermo Scientific).

LC-MS/MS analysis was performedon aQExactivemass spectrometer (Thermo Scientific) that was coupled to Easy nLC (Proxeon Biosystems,

now Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 60/90 min. The MS raw data for each sample were searched using the MASCOT engine (Matrix Science,

London, UK; version 2.2) embedded into Proteome Discoverer 1.4 software for identification and quantitation analysis.

Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA)

GSEA of each comparison was performed with Broad GSEA software (3.0) (http://software.broadinstitute.org/gsea).40 GSEA results were

further visualized with EnrichmentMap Cytoscape App,35,41 and enriched pathway clusters were manually curated.

Pathway enrichment and protein-protein interaction analysis

Pathway (GeneOntology, KEGG, Reactome) and protein-protein interaction (PPI) enrichment were performed usingMetascape (http://www.

metascape.org/).36 Function-related sub-networks in PPI network were clustered by Molecular Complex Detection (MCODE) algorithm.42

Weighted gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA)

WGCNA is a systematic biologicalmethod used to describe the gene associationmodes amongdifferent samples.43 It can be used to identify

gene sets that are highly synergistic changed, and identify candidate biomarkers or therapeutic targets based on the coherence of gene sets

and the correlation between gene sets and phenotypes. Our proteomics data of relative expression was used as input for WGCNA. We first

assumed that the proteins network followed a scale-free distribution and defined the protein co-expressionmatrix and the adjacency function

formed by protein network, and then calculated the different coefficients of different nodes, and construct the hierarchical clustering tree. The

different branches of the cluster tree represented different protein modules. The coexpression degree of proteins in the same module was

high, while the coexpression degree of proteins belonging to different modules was low. Then we identified modules that are significantly

associated with the trait of each subgroup of HEF, LEF and NEF by calculating correlation coefficient matrix with threshold of p < 0.05

and correlation coefficient close to plus one or minus one. Topological Overlap Matrix (TOM) was used for cluster heatmap analysis, so as

to reflect the correlation between protein expression levels among different co-expression modules. We used Gene Significance (GS) to

calculate correlation between protein and sample/trait of each subgroup, Module Membership (MM) to represent correlation betweenmod-

ule and sample/trait of each subgroup. Scatterplots to reflect correlation relationship between GS and MM was plotted to find proteins that

their correlation with GS and correlation with MM had good concordance (p < 0.05). These proteins were defined as hub proteins in each

module (MM threshold was set greater than 0.8). Pathway enrichment analysis on these hub proteins was carried out by using Metascape;

protein-protein interaction networks (PPI) of these hub proteins were generated by String (https://string-db.org), and visualized by Cytoscape

to dissect interaction network and core proteins.

Quantitative real-time PCR analysis

24 h after CLP or sham surgery, the cardiac tissues were isolated from mice. Total RNA was extracted from LV cardiac tissue using TransZol

(TransGen Biotech, Beijing, China), and reverse-transcribed into cDNA using a cDNA Synthesis SuperMix with gDNA Eraser (Novoprotein,

Suzhou, China) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Quantitative PCR was performed using PerfectStart Green qPCR SuperMix
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(TransGen Biotech, Beijing, China) and specific primers (See Table S5) using a QuantStudio5 Real-Time PCR system (Applied Bio-

systems, USA).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The data in this study are shown as meanG SEM as noted in individual figure legends. Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad

PRISM software. The unpaired Student’s 2-tailed t test were used to assess the difference between groups. Chi-square test was employed to

analyze difference between three groups. The Kaplan-Meier survival curve was used to present cumulative incidence of percentage of death

(POD) in period of 30 days for follow up, analyzed with log rank test, and p value was adjusted by Bonferroni method.
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